Student Process Analysis (a worksheet to be submitted with first drafts)
General Studies Writing Program, Bowling Green State University

Name ___________________________ Date ________________
Type of Assignment ___________________________ Paper # ___________

Please work through the following directions before answering the questions below.
• Underline the paper’s thesis.
• Write CA next to the paper’s counterargument(s).
• Write REFUTE or CONCEDE, as appropriate, next to the rebuttals or concessions to the counterargument(s).
• Put a box around a particular clause, sentence, or idea that you are struggling with in terms of clarity, grammar, or something else that you simply cannot pinpoint.

How long have you worked on this draft? _______ hours

What pleases you most about this draft?

With what are you most struggling in this draft?

What strategies have you used to guide your readers through this draft?

Before your instructor offers feedback on this draft, what goals have you already established for revision?

What else should your instructor know about this draft?